I. Introduction

Technology extrapolation
WKH FDOLEUDWLRQ DQG SUediction of achievable design in future technology generations GULYHV WKH evolution of VLSI system architectures, design methodologies, and design tools. To fully explore future possibilities, technology extrapolation systems must contain models for a priori performance prediction, i.e., without exact knowledge about the final system. Therefore, a priori interconnect predictions (of wire length distribution, interconnect embedding, and interconnect performance) are at the core of technology extrapolation models of achievable system power, area density and speed. Technology extrapolation, in turn, informs a priori interconnect prediction via models of interconnect technology and interconnect optimizations. In this paper, we address the linkage between a priori interconnect prediction and technology extrapolation.
A Priori Interconnect Prediction
Currently, a priori interconnect prediction techniques are focused on estimating average wire lengths, or wire length distributions, of a design in advance of the actual placement and routing. These estimates can be useful in floorplanning and design exploration, for example. A priori predictions must be very fast and reasonably accurate to drive floorplan changes, circuit optimizations, and other aspects of the design process.
A primary tenet of interconnect estimation is Rent's Rule [1, 2] which predicts a power law relationship between the number of gates in a module of a partitioned circuit and the number of terminals needed for communication between the module and the remaining of the circuit. Wire length estimates based on Rent's rule and a hierarchical placement model were introduced by Donath [3] in 1979 and several improvements were published by Stroobandt [4, 5] almost 20 years later. Around the same time, Davis [6] independently found a similar result for a flat placement model and this model has been frequently used by other authors. Since the introduction of the System-Level Interconnect Prediction Workshop (SLIP) in 1999 [7] , the progress in the field of interconnect prediction has been tremendous [2, 8, 9] . Still, the field of a priori interconnect prediction has not matured enough to make its results easily applicable. It is difficult to keep up with the rapid evolutions in this field. Also, current techniques do not provide the accuracy necessary to apply them with confidence. In order to improve accuracy, more detailed knowledge about the entire system design is needed. The latter problem can be solved by coupling a priori prediction techniques with technology extrapolation systems. If such a technology extrapolation system can be made flexible enough to be easily adaptable to new a priori prediction results, much progress could be made in both a priori interconnect prediction and technology extrapolation at the same time. This is the goal of this paper.
Technology Extrapolation
Leading edge VLSI system design aggressively exploits new process technologies, circuit techniques, design methodologies and design tools. It is thus difficult to predict the envelope of achievable design HJ ZLWK UHVSHFt to performance, power, area, manufacturing cost, etc. IRU D JLYHQ EHKDYLRU RU IXQFWLRQ LQ D given (future) process technology. On the other hand, such technology extrapolation activity directly influences the evolution of future VLSI system architectures, design methodologies, and design tools, as well as broader investment strategy in the semiconductor and electronics sectors.
Highly influential technology extrapolation systems, developed 5-10 years ago, are due to Bakoglu and Meindl (SUSPENS) [10] , Sai-Halasz [11] , and Hewlett-Packard Laboratories (AIM) [12] . More recent second-generation systems include GENESYS [13] , RIPE [14, 15, 16] , and BACPAC [17] , along with Roadmap-related efforts [18, 19] . Typically, each system provides a plausible performance prediction model and estimates of die size and power dissipation, based on a small set of descriptors spanning device/interconnect technology through system architecture. The most critical aspect of performance prediction is the idealized critical path in the system of interest. For example, a model onchip critical path might be described as "12 fanout-4 gates driving average-length local interconnects, plus an optimally buffered corner-to-corner 2 µm-wide global wire". A key component of the model is the a priori interconnection length model, as can be seen from the example above. The validity and accuracy of the a priori interconnect prediction models used are critical to the conclusions drawn from the extrapolation system. Therefore, it is important in technology interpolation systems to see and to understand the underlying models and to be able to easily adjust them.
In Section 2.1, we observe that (i) current technology extrapolation systems are often incomparable, (ii) they are "hard-coded" (hence it is difficult to assess their quality and to explore changes through modeling choices), and (iii) their development has entailed a neartotal duplication of effort. These observations limit their application on system level technology extrapolation, including interconnect prediction, and motivate efforts toward an entirely new level of technology extrapolation capability. Our GSRC Technology Extrapolation (GTX) system has been developed with the goals of flexibility, quality and prevention of redundant effort in mind. The GTX system addresses these goals by providing an open, portable framework for specification and comparison of alternative modeling choices. A fundamental design decision in GTX is to separate model specifications from the derivation engine. GTX adopts a paradigm wherein parameters and rules allow users to flexibly capture an essentially unbounded space of attributes and relationships that are germane to VLSI technology and design. GTX, as well as documentation for numerous studies, is downloadable at http://vlsicad.ucsd.edu/GTX/.
Contributions of This Work
The main contributions of this work are: -Adding awareness of circuit optimization degrees of freedom into the predictions of interconnect performance used in technology extrapolation. -Adding more detailed interconnect modeling into interconnect predictions. -Identifying sensitivities in extrapolation models, showing where the most stringent accuracy requirements are with respect to how interconnect properties and optimizations are modeled. -Describing GTX -a new, portable, and general framework for reusable technology extrapolation effort.
With respect to interconnect prediction, we conduct a number of studies, within the GTX framework, on the optimized global interconnect portion of on-chip critical paths. Specifically, we assess the impact on critical path models of several potentially important, yet previously unmodeled, optimization degrees of freedom and design constraints, including: ♦ Adding extracted inductance estimates (and analytic RLC line delay estimates) to the interconnect model. ♦ Modern repeater optimizations, such as detailed repeater size and interconnect width optimizations [20] . ♦ Engineering considerations, e.g. repeater area/size bounds, deliberate backing off of optimal values to the "knee of the curve," and limiting the number of allowed wire widths. ♦ Switch factor based bounds on delay uncertainty due to crosstalk from neighboring wires. ♦ Using real-world design technology in the global interconnect models, e.g., repeater staggering and shielding techniques.
Our work attempts to dispel some of the "vagueness" of current performance predictions that arises from the gaps noted above. We do not make any value judgments with respect to existing models; rather, we simply build a comprehensive modeling environment with GTX that allows us to identify the issues that must be considered by current and future performance predictions.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews relevant previous work in VLSI technology extrapolation and reveals large sensitivities to particular input parameters and to modeling choices. The observations lead to general goals for technology extrapolation systems. The remaining of the section describes the architecture and implementation of our GTX technology extrapolation system. In Section 3, we link a priori interconnect models to technology extrapolation and assess the impact of several interconnect design optimizations as well as modeling choices for RLC interconnects. We study (i) inductance on critical paths in terms of shielding, driver sizing, and slew rates (and their impact on coupling noise), (ii) the cost-performance tradeoffs inherent in signal shielding; and (iii) a comprehensive study on wire sizing and repeater optimization. This analysis attempts to give a realistic depiction of what an optimal repeater topology should look like in terms of repeater sizing, wire widths, pitch allocation, etc.
With respect to the previous systems for technology extrapolation, we make the following observations. 1. Different systems may predict the same "parameter" (e.g., microprocessor clock frequency), yet be incomparable due to differing sets of inputs and assumptions, as well as lack of documentation and visibility into internal calculations. 2. Each system typically offers exactly one "inference chain" for any given output of interest (e.g., cycle time). Furthermore, this inference chain can involve a large spectrum of modeling choices. The quality of such modeling choices cannot be assessed since the system is "hard-coded", and no exploration of modeling sensitivity or robustness is possible. 3. The hard-coded nature of previous systems also means that they are inflexible: the user cannot define studies of other system parameters, and interaction with the system is limited 4. Finally, development of previous systems has entailed near-total duplication of effort since each system attempts to bind the same envelope of achievable design in gathering, interpreting, and systematizing data and models. Redundant efforts are made even though no single entity -EDA vendor, system house, or academic group -can achieve "best-possible modeling" of all aspects of technology and design. For all experiments and models, we use a common primary input 3, SDUDPHWHU EDVH GHULYHG IRU P WHFKQRORJ\ DQG PDLQO\ following the default parameter values of BACPAC (additional PIs for other models are tuned to these parameter values). Despite the common parameter base, our initial model sensitivity assessment of the SUSPENS, BACPAC, and Fisher models shows very different values for respective predictions of logic stage delay (t l ), global delay (t g ), and overall clock frequency (f c ) (see Table 1 ). 1 A more detailed type of model sensitivity analysis tests the sensitivity of a given model to "hybridization" with other models. In other words, we take the rule chain for a single model and replace exactly one rule by an equivalent rule (or set of rules) from another model. Details of such experiments are in [22] .
Parameter sensitivity studies that vary single PI parameter values in each model's evaluation, changing each PI value by ± 10%, are also detailed in [22] . More extensive studies simultaneously change more than one parameter value, again by ± 10%. Since this produces three values for each parameter and since there are between 15 (SUSPENS) and 46 (BACPAC) primary inputs, it is not possible to consider all possibilities, and we therefore only vary smaller parameter subsets (up to 7 parameters at the same time). Figure 1 plots the relative occurrence of clock frequency values in small intervals that result from the sweeping. If we say that a more "robust" (to changes of its input parameters) model is one with a narrower and higher peak, then BACPAC would seem to be the most robust, and SUSPENS the least robust. 
Goals of a Technology Extrapolation Framework
The above observations motivate three key goals as we seek a new level of technology extrapolation capability. Flexibility. To experimentally determine model sensitivity and robustness, users must have the ability to (i) (interactively) edit available inference chains and collections of "rules," (ii) define new parameters and rules, and (iii) request specific types of studies, such as parameter optimization or trade studies. Support for interaction (GUI, session management, etc.) is an implicit requirement.
Quality. We seek adoptability in the sense of having an easy learning curve and providing much "value" in the form of highquality embedded data, embedded models, and user interface. We aim for a system that can be continuously improved to have "bestpossible models" across the entire scope of technology extrapolation. Since no single group can achieve this alone, we require an open-source mechanism that is conducive to distributed ownership and maintenance.
Prevention of redundant effort. To avoid redundant effort, we seek a "permanent repository of first choice" for rules and data (calibration points) related to technology extrapolation. Beyond the open distribution mechanism noted above, adoptability (by academics open to collaboration, or by companies with proprietary data and firewalls) and maintainability become key concerns. A lower bound for adoptability is a platform-independent implementation that subsumes the functionality of all previous "hard-coded" systems. This recognizes the proprietary nature of user data and offers usability behind firewalls, with frequent releases to update the state of model/data collection.
The GSRC Technology Extrapolation (GTX) System
GTX establishes a clear separation between knowledge and implementation ( Figure 2 ). Knowledge is represented independently from its implementation in a serializable public-domain format. It contains data (parameters), the models (rules) that can operate on them and studies (rule chains), a collection of rules to obtain a particular result. The implementation then consists only of a derivation engine and a graphical user interface (GUI). The engine can load modules of parameters, rules and a rule chain and automatically operate on them. The result of the operation is new data. Known studies are supplied in pre-packaged rule chains; additional modules can be written and shared by users.
Parameters, Rules and Rule Chains
As previously mentioned, the values of interest are encapsulated in parameters, and potential inferences between them in rules. Each rule accepts as inputs a fixed collection of parameters, and its evaluation computes a single output parameter. The collection of available rules and parameters is naturally viewed as a bipartite digraph in which an edge extends from a rule to a parameter if the parameter is the output of the rule, or from a parameter to a rule if the parameter is an input to the rule.
Two or more rules may compute the same output (i.e., alternative models of the same value), and the above digraph may contain cycles. However, any particular calculations must avoid such irregularities to prevent value conflicts and infinite loops. This is supported through the notion of a rule chain -an acyclic subgraph of the graph of available rules and parameters such that no two rules compute the same output.
Parameters
Parameters are the common base on which rules of different types operate. The main attributes of a parameter are its name, data type and its units. In order to obtain the goal of high reuse-ability of rules and parameters, the parameter names have to be carefully chosen so that they are easy to understand. Also, we must ensure that no physical attribute receives two different names in GTX and that no GTX parameter name is used for two different physical attributes. Therefore, we have devised strict rules for the parameter names [22] . The grammar for parameters is specified at our website [23] . Following is a very simple example representing the chip edge length.
#parameter dl_chip #type double #units {m} #default 1e-2 #description chip edge length #endparameter
Namespaces
To provide a better indication of the source of rules and parameters, we have implemented namespaces in which a rule or parameter may be found. For example, rules derived from BACPAC are in the BACPAC namespace. "Meaningful" parameters should be in the global namespace; parameters that are used only for the purpose of specific rules should be in the namespace of those rules. A rule can "see" parameters in its own namespace or in the global namespace. The :: operator is used to indicate the namespace, similar to C++.
Rules
GTX supports the following types of rules:
ASCII rules provide a closed-form expression language that allows calculating the output from the input using common mathematical functions or operations, interpolation or table lookup, and if-then-else. There is no program flow and therefore no iteration per se, but vector operations are provided that allow common computations such as sums. In a new addition to the "ASCII rules" language, it is now possible for rules to call other rules as functions. This means that one or more of the input parameters of the called rule may be substituted by an expression in the calling rule. The specific motivation for this extension is the ability to take, e.g., a rule that computes a parameter based on calendar year, and use it in another rule, but shifted by some number of years.
External executable rules cause the engine to invoke a specified executable file (e.g., a PERL script), passing the input values on the command line or through a file. The external executable saves its output into a temporary file to be read by the engine. External executable rules allow the inclusion of executables for which source code is not available or for computations that cannot be expressed in ASCII rules.
Code rules are hard-coded into the engine itself and require recompilation of the engine code. Therefore, they are appropriate only when execution speed is an issue.
These types provide a reasonable expressive power and facilitate easy updates to GTX with new models. The following is an example of an ASCII rule computing the chip edge length from the chip area. The #output and #inputs sections declare the types and units of output and input parameters. The formula in the #body section specifies the evaluation of the rule.
#namespace BACPAC #rule dl_chip #description rule from BACPAC for the chip edge length #output double {m} dl_chip;// chip edge length #inputs double {m^2} dA_chip; // chip area #body sqrt(dA_chip) #reference BACPAC #endrule
Rule chains
The GTX user indicates to the engine which of the currently available rules should be evaluated, by providing a simple list of those rules. The order in which rules are executed forms the rule chain, and is decided by the engine based on the relations between the rule inputs and outputs. If we had a rule "BACPAC::dA_chip" that computes the chip area, e.g., as a function of number and size of the gates, then the chip edge length could be computed by executing the following rule chain BACPAC::dA_chip BACPAC::dl_chip
Engine Structure and Operation
For each parameter, the engine maintains zero, one or more values. Values can be set by default, loaded from files, entered by the user or computed. Multiple values can be computed by sweeping, i.e., evaluating rules over multiple combinations of input parameters. When instructed to evaluate a rule chain, the engine clears values that can be computed by rules of the chain. For each combination of values of primary inputs of the chain, the engine evaluates rules in topological order and adds their output values to respective collections of values, unless some constraints fail. A faster algorithm is possible to produce all derivable sets of values, but with our simple algorithm the inputs of any particular value can be recovered (e.g., for minimization along a rule chain).
Graphical User Interface
The GUI is implemented with the cross-platform toolkit wxWindows; we have run it successfully on Windows 95/98, Windows NT, Solaris and Linux. At any given time, the user may view (i) current parameters, (ii) current rules, (iii) current rule chain, (iv) values of parameters in the current chain, or (v) the graph of rules and parameters. When a particular parameter or rule is selected, its details are shown and can be edited. The chain view shows all rules in the chain and helps the user to add new rules to the chain. The values view shows both inputs to and outputs of the current chain. The inputs may be edited. This view permits invoking the chain and observing the output, sweeping over multiple input values, observing the trace of such a sweep (including optimization) and plotting ( Figure 3 
III. New Dimensions of A Priori Interconnect Prediction
The very nature of technology extrapolation requires the use of a priori prediction techniques based on simple models with a limited number of parameters, preferably represented by simple ASCII rules. One of the key aspects of interconnect-centric design is the interconnection length. The early technology extrapolation systems used the simple a priori interconnection length estimation technique of Donath [3] to estimate average wire lengths. More recent systems included Davis' interconnection length model [6] and progress in a priori interconnect prediction has accelerated with the introduction of the System-Level Interconnect Prediction Workshop (SLIP) in 1999 [7] . For a technology extrapolation system to remain up-to-date, it is necessary to adapt to such evolutions easily. The flexibility of GTX allows such adaptations (simply by rewriting a few ASCII rules without having to recompile) and ensures that the effects of the latest improvements in wire length estimation can be investigated. In particular, we have found that GTX is useful as a development tool for adding new rules that model a very particular part of the design behavior, as an emulation tool for existing estimator tools, as a comparison tool between different estimation methods and as an evaluation tool for those methods.
To better explain the capabilities of the GTX system, the remainder of this paper is dedicated to the combination of a priori interconnect prediction models and models of the process and/or the design technology. Both types of models are easily implemented in GTX rules which allows interesting studies of the impact (quantitatively and qualitatively) of potential design or process improvements. In the next two subsections, examples of such studies -(1) with respect to inductance and RLC interconnect analysis, and (2) with respect to interconnect design optimizations -are presented. As can be seen from the results, these represent two important new dimensions in achieving accurate a priori interconnect performance predictions. In general, these studies are aimed at achieving reus- able, transparent, well-engineered prediction models for optimized interconnects and on-chip critical paths. The default technology used in our studies (exceptions will be noted) is a 0.18µm CMOS process with a supply voltage of 1.8V. V th is 0.3V, and the I dsat values for NMOS/PMOS are 700/350 µA/µm. The critical global interconnect we assume is a 1.5cm top-level copper line with thickness of 1.3µm and ε r = 4.0.
Inductance and RLC Interconnect Analysis
The effect of inductance on the wire delay is well demonstrated in [10] . Interconnects in deep-submicron designs operating at high frequencies, whose inductive impedance cannot be neglected, must be modeled using RLC segment models. When the ratio of inductive impedance to resistance exceeds a certain threshold in an interconnect line, a non-monotone voltage response (i.e., oscillation before settling to a steady state value) results. This makes threshold delay calculation much more difficult than in the RC line case. In such regimes, Elmore and other RC line models cannot accurately estimate signal delay.
Inaccuracies in delay estimation are not only harmful to technology projections, but can also damage performance-driven routing methods that try to optimize interconnect segment length, width, spacing, and repeater/buffer sizing, etc. based on analytic delay formulas. Our study quantifies the impact of using analytic threshold delay formulas derived from RLC line models as opposed to RC line models.
RLC Delay Modeling
Inductance has a larger impact on inductive noise peak and indirectly affects the capacitive coupling noise peak because the slew times at all the nodes of the wire are faster when the line is modeled as RLC. Inductance is calculated based on expressions from [24, 25] and the partial inductance concept [26] . We focus on analytical RLC interconnect delay models because their continuous, closed-form nature is well suited to modern iterative-improvement interconnect design methodologies and global optimization techniques. Gate delay is computed separately using a Thevenin model with voltage source and source resistance corresponding to the driver, and the load is modeled with a capacitance.
The two-pole delay model we use in this study was originally presented in [27] and is briefly described here. The transfer function for the two-pole model is given by 
where R S is source resistance, C L is load capacitance at the end of the line, and R, C, L are the total electrical characteristics of the line. When the input at the source is modeled as a step input the output response is computed separately for the underdamped and overdamped cases.
We have implemented three different interconnect models and compared with SPICE results. Figure 4 shows the results with varying line lengths. Line width is fixed at 1µm. The driver size and receiver size are fixed at (W p , W n )=(54,18)µm. For long wire lengths or for narrow line widths, the line tends to be more resistive (RC dominant), and Bakoglu's RC model produces results closely matching with SPICE. However, when delay is more LC dominated (i.e., large inductance value), the RC model underestimates delay by more than 10%. Friedman's model [28] matches well with SPICE for LC-dominated cases but overestimates delay by up to 30% in RC-dominated cases. Finally, the two-pole model in [27] described above matches SPICE for both RC and RLC cases within 10% error. (Given its acceptable accuracy, we use the two-pole model for subsequent studies below.) Note that with increasing line length, the 2-pole model changes from the complex pole case (overdamped or LC-dominated) to the real pole case (underdamped or RC-dominated). The condition to determine the case is from b 1 2 -4b 2 >0 (real poles) or ≤ 0 (complex or double poles).
We also study the reduction of threshold delay by controlling overshoot/undershoot of the voltage response. Typically, circuit design guidelines will define the amount of overshoot and undershoot allowed in a response. These can be translated into a condition between the first and second moments of the interconnect transfer function, which are in turn functions of driver and interconnect parameters. As shown in Table 2 , undershoot conditions in 0.18µm technology can be easily avoided with proper repeater sizing and by providing reasonable signal return paths.
Shielding Topologies
Shielding is an important technique that designers can leverage to maximize interconnect performance at the cost of increased routing area [29] . By inserting ground and V dd shield wires, current return paths can be clearly defined and loop inductance can be reduced compared to cases without explicit shielding. The extreme case of shielding is described in [30] where every signal wire has a ground and V dd wire as its two nearest neighbors. In this study, we seek to minimize the cost of a design while achieving good performance. The width of the shield wires (W shield ) and signal wires (W sig ), the spacing between signal wires (S sig ), and the spacing from signal to neighboring shield wires (S shield ) are all parameters in this study. We examine the following three scenarios: ♦ Double shielding (2S) -signal and shield wires alternate. This case is identical to the dense wiring fabric in [30] . Wiring pitch is (W sig + W shield + 2S shield ).
The cost function is defined as the product of wiring pitch, repeater sizing factor, and the number of repeaters inserted in the path. We attempt to minimize this cost function based on the following constraints:
1. Maximum delay is set at 1 ns and calculated according to each of the three delay models we have implemented.
2. Peak noise is fixed at 20% of V dd and calculated based on the exponential model in [31] .
3. Delay uncertainty is constrained and defined to be the difference between the RC (2-pole) and RLC delays.
4. The maximum allowable input slew time is 0.5 ns.
Using these constraints, we can examine the impact of shielding topology on circuit performance via coupling capacitance (constraints 2,4) and inductance (constraints 1−3). Recall that switch factors account for the capacitive Miller effect -the impact of neighboring wires switching in the same (opposite) directions can be modeled by lumping their coupling capacitances to ground and multiplying by some switch factor. Switch factors are 1, 2, and 3 in this study [32] .
We sweep repeater size, number of repeaters, W sig , and S sig to find the minimal layout cost while meeting the above constraints. We also set W shield to 2W sig and S shield equal to S sig to reduce the total number of variables. Results are presented in Table 3 , which shows the achievable cost (in arbitrary units) with varying switch factors and delay models. The 2S case can yield the minimal cost when a high switching factor is used. This is true in both RC models -these two models show very similar results from the optimization runs. The RLC model gives the overall best-cost results. Also, the slew time constraint can be more easily met if inductive effects are accounted for. The third constraint described above turns out to be a limiting factor for many input combinations -we find that RLC delay uncertainty is within bounds for smaller repeater sizes and for the 1S and 2S cases where inductance is small due to nearby current return paths.
Design Optimization Studies
In this subsection, we introduce a number of techniques to optimize the use of repeaters in critical paths. Models are developed and used to account for many effects that are currently dealt with in an ad hoc manner.
Wire Sizing
We next turn to the impact of wire sizing on important design metrics such as delay, noise, and cost. We begin with an expression for optimal wire width as a function of line length, l, from [20] :
Here C a and C f denote the area and fringing capacitances per unit length, R sh is the sheet resistance, R D is the driver resistance, and C L is the load capacitance at the end of the line. 3 We first examine the impact of line spacing on optimal wire width by changing spacing from 0.5 to 2 µm - Figure 5 plots the optimal line width + spacing for a 1.5 mm line, versus spacing alone on the x-axis. This plot shows an inflection point for switch factors 3 and 2, which corresponds to the optimal pitch, not just the optimal line width.
Nominal and optimistic switch factors may have such an inflection point, but they do not fall in the design space of the process technology. Figure 5 uses Equation (3) to calculate optimal line width.
We compare line widths obtained using Equation (3) to the optimal line widths as found by sweeping the line width in GTX, for a range of driver and interconnect topologies. In addition, we incorporate inductance into the delay expressions and again perform exhaustive sweeping to find optimal line widths based on minimizing RLC as well as RC stage delay. As shown in Figure 6 , our results demonstrate that (3) matches the GTX results within 10% and often less than 5% error. However, the presence of inductance causes the optimal line width to shrink substantially and (3) therefore overestimates W opt for RLC lines. Also, increasing repeater size leads to a rise in W opt for all models studied -expression (3) shows slightly more error for larger drivers.
Repeater Sizing
The most commonly cited optimal buffer sizing expression is that of Bakoglu [10] : 3 Fringing capacitance is taken as the difference between the total line capacitance and the parallel-plate capacitance from [36] . 
Model
R D reflects the minimum-sized driver resistance, C in is the input gate capacitance of a minimum-sized inverter, and R int and C int are respectively the line resistance and capacitance per unit length. Although this expression can give accurate results in some cases when optimizing for delay only, the delay vs. device size relationship lends itself to further optimization due to its insensitivity near the optimal point. Results obtained from Equation (4) are often unrealistically large − typical standard cell libraries may include inverters or buffers up to 54-96X the minimum size (W n =L drawn ) whereas (4) can give results in the range of 400-700X minimum. To compensate for this, an expression was derived in [17] to optimize a weighted delay-area product rather than purely delay -it gave results on the order of 50-60% smaller than (4). Even with this modification, however, so-called "optimal repeater sizes" seem impractical in the face of power and area constraints.
Here and in the remainder of the subsection, we present a more experimental approach to finding optimal repeater size. For various wire geometries, noise conditions, area and placement constraints and delay models, we develop a complete picture of the optimal repeater topology solution. We begin with a simple sweep of the repeater size for a single stage of a chain, and examine both delay and energy-delay product vs. repeater size in Figure 7 .
As Figure 7 shows, the optimal buffer sizing as calculated from (4) is 480 times the minimum-sized inverter. From pure delay analysis, GTX optimization results indicate that the ideal buffer size for our standard critical path is ~140-150 times the minimum size. When optimizing the energy-delay product, that value drops all the way to 50-60 times minimum. Any range of weighting functions can be easily incorporated into the rule chains -for instance, (energydelay) 2 or (energy-delay) 3 . Results from such functions are not included here, but will push the optimal size towards the delayonly size of 140-150 times minimum. It is also important to note from Figure 7 that the path delay function around the delayoptimal repeater size is very flat: a buffer which is 43% smaller than optimal yields only a 6.8% delay penalty. Since the energydelay optimal size is found in the steep part of the delay curve, a truly ideal choice would more closely reflect the knee of the delay curve. In the case of Figure 7 , our choice of "optimal repeater size" is in the range of 80-100 times the minimum inverter size.
Repeater Placement Uncertainty
The placement of repeaters in a deep submicron design is nontrivial -many thousands of repeaters must be used to meet timing and noise objectives, and this number will increase with process scaling. As a result, the area consumed by these buffers is substantial and may no longer be ignored during the floorplanning design phase. Particularly in a hierarchical design methodology, such as that proposed in [33] , it may not be possible to place repeaters at any given location either inside a pre-designed block or at the toplevel of the hierarchy. A potential solution to this problem involves the formation of repeater block regions located around the chip at the floorplanning stage that provide specified areas for repeaters to be placed [34] . However, with such an approach the feasible distances between repeaters are discrete, not continuous.
Here, we study the impact on critical path delay of this inability to place repeaters at arbitrary locations. As before, we examine a toplevel metal 1.5 cm route in the default technology. We define an uncertainty parameter, ε, which can range from 0 (no uncertainty) to 1 (maximum uncertainty). We express the location uncertainty as (1± ε) L seg where L seg is the nominal distance between repeaters when there are no placement restrictions. Given these bounds on segment length between consecutive buffers, we examine the worst-case scenario when half of the segments in the critical path have length (1-ε) L seg and the other half are of length (1+ε) L seg while total path length is fixed. Given uniform buffer sizing, half of these segments will be overdriven while the other half are underdriven.
While sweeping ε, we vary the switch factor and plot the path delay and peak noise normalized to the ε = 0 case. Results shown in Figure 8 indicate that the impact of repeater placement uncertainty is small for total path delay but large for peak noise. This can be understood by realizing that the path delay effectively averages out the resulting fast and slow stages while peak noise is a function of the segment length (1± ε) L seg and not the total path length. Since the peak noise results are normalized to the ε = 0 case, the switching factor does not play a major role. With a conservative ε of 0.3, the worst-case peak noise increases by approximately 30%.
Staggered Repeaters
The use of staggered repeaters for global buses was first described in [35] . The layout structure is shown in Figure 9 . This approach uses offset buffers in a bus-like structure to minimize the impact of coupling capacitance on delay and crosstalk noise. If repeaters are offset so that each gate is placed in the middle of its neighboring gates' interconnect loads, the effective switching factor is limited to one. This is because potential worst-case simultaneous switching on adjacent wires can be present for only half the victim line's length, and in such conditions the other half of the victim line will consequently experience best case neighboring switching activity.
In our analysis, we examine the potential reduction in delay uncertainty, as well as in peak crosstalk noise, due to staggered repeaters. Figure 10 shows that the noise reductions can easily be greater than 10% of V dd for realistic spacing and switch factors. The delay uncertainty when using non-staggered repeaters can exceed 50% of the nominal delay -but staggering almost completely eliminates this uncertainty that stems from capacitive coupling.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A priori interconnect prediction is a key enabler for technology extrapolation engines. In addition, the rapid evolution of technology and prediction methods leads to a need for dynamic and flexible prediction frameworks. This paper outlines one such framework that aims at building upon a priori interconnect prediction and comprehensive interconnect models to quantify the available performance envelope for future IC design as well as to investigate the impact of various design optimization strategies in these designs. We have described the architecture and implementation of GTX, the MARCO GSRC Technology Extrapolation system. GTX has the potential to change how we extrapolate the impact of new process and design technology: it can provide a "living roadmap" that incorporates -and serves as a repository for -essentially unlimited forms of domain knowledge. The structure of GTX (with the flexibility of the ASCII rules) is especially useful for including a priori interconnect prediction techniques and for keeping the model database up-to-date in this rapidly evolving field.
The combination of a priori interconnect prediction techniques with a highly flexible technology extrapolation system such as GTX (together with the addition of models for process and design technology), enables a quick and easy evaluation of modeling choices through a new set of studies of interconnect properties. Awareness of the latest interconnect optimizations and design degrees of freedom represent "new dimensions" in a priori interconnect prediction. In this paper, we have used GTX to examine the topics of RLC delay modeling, wire shielding, optimal repeater and wire sizing, repeater staggering, and repeater placement uncertainty effects. We demonstrated that when including inductance, errors in estimates of optimal line delay could increase up to 30%, implying that an RLC-based model could be necessary. A closedform wire sizing expression was evaluated and found to yield good results compared to a 1-pole RC delay model, but more substantial error compared with an RLC model. We also found that conventional models for optimal repeater sizing are insufficient -our examples show significant overestimation of repeater size up to 500%. A more effective sizing criterion would weight energy and delay so that the size closely approximates the knee of Figure 4 . We have also modeled the impact of repeater staggering (a layout technique which limits delay uncertainty and peak noise due to capacitive Miller effect). In summary, we have identified the importance of including a wide range of circuit optimization techniques into predictions of interconnect performance in technology extrapolation. GTX strives to bring about this awareness by allowing for more detailed interconnect modeling and optimization degrees of freedom in its analysis. Using GTX, we demonstrated a wide range of modeling and parameter sensitivities in existing extrapolation models -this isolates the most critical modeling needs in extrapolation engines. Bringing these contributions together, we see that while technology extrapolation engines such as GTX rely heavily on a priori interconnect predictions, these estimation methods also require substantial augmentation to develop a truly useful design prediction framework.
